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	PRODUCTS
	
		
			Products
			Our range of floor coverings is designed to make everything simpler, popular colours across great designs, which we know will stand the test of time.



		



	
			Carpet Tiles
	Vinyl Flooring
	Entrance Matting









	PEOPLE
	INSPIRATION
	
		
			Inspiration
			We love great images as much as you do so we have packed our website with inspirational images you can download and Practical Advice you’ll want to share.



		



	
			Projects
	Practical Design
	Gallery









	SUPPORT
	
		
			Support
			Take a look at how we help to make your job easier.

 



		



	
			How We Help
	In the News
	Samples
	Sustainability






	
		






	CONTACT
	CALL 0330 053 2500


            

        
    


                            
            
            Download

Our Brochure 
        


        
            
                
                
                                        


 































	
		
		
		
		
	





Please read our privacy policy for further information on how we protect and manage your submitted data and how you may opt-out at any time in the future.

I consent to Duraflor keeping my details for relevant news that might be of interest to me.  (Duraflor does not sell any data to third party companies)








                


            

        


    

      
        


            
                                                            
                            
                                
                                    New brochure available to download.

                                    Take a look at our comprehensive range, by simply clicking on the red button below.
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                                    Design without the drama. 

                                    New Popular Progression Range Refresh - Maximum design flexibility without breaking the budget. 

                                                                                                                READ MORE
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                                    Safety without sacrificing style.

                                    The all-new Cienna Collection provides leading safety attributes paired with stunning aesthetics. 

                                                                                                                READ MORE
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                                    Pricing without the pain.

                                    When you are looking for the right floor, you don't want to have to jump through hoops to find out the cost. Ask about our pricing look up service.

                                                                                                                CONTACT US TODAY
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                                    Deliveries without the delay.

                                    When installation is fast approaching, the last thing you need is doubts as to whether your floor covering will turn up on time. It’s why we stock all of our products in the UK.

                                                                                                                CONTACT US TODAY
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                    Why we are different

                    More than ever you need a flooring company that is UK based and has the ability to provide you with immediate delivery of popular floor covering designs. We have stock to meet a wide range of budgets and specifications, and can give you immediate over the phone advice to project requirements.

                                                                CONTACT
                                    

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    How we help

                    Our FlorSupport service complements our extensive product ranges and provides you 
with a complete solution – from selection to installation.
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We work with you to provide the best solution, by sharing images and samples, or through showroom and sales support visits. Our website is packed with case studies, and there is an inspiration gallery. Our team can also share CGIs and more.


                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        Project Assistance
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We are here to help every step of the way, we can visit a site, help you draw up plans and determine requirements. Many of our projects share a similar theme – a fixed budget, speed of turnaround, and a desire to create a practical yet stunning look – we make that happen.


                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        Sustainability
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We can offer a wide choice of sustainable floor coverings. As a company we believe in the importance of reducing our carbon footprint and ensuring our products met exacting industry standards, and contribute to green building initiatives. To find out more on sustainability click here.
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We offer a next day Sample Service. Our famous pizza box service includes mixing ranges for you and marking them up with your client’s name, your name and the name of the project and delivering that directly to your customer – saving you valuable time. 
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We are located just off the M4/M25 junction with easy access into London, in Leeds, and close to Edinburgh, so we can offer national coverage. Duraflor products are distributed by SASGO which operates it own fleet, a FORS Silver accredited operation, ensuring deliveries to large sites will meet their specific safety and environmental requirements.


                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        Post Installation
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Our support doesn’t end with installation. We can provide guidance on care and maintenance and a technical advisory service whenever you need it. 


                                    

                                

                                                                        

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Let us inspire you

                We love great images as much as you do, so we are sharing some of our recent Projects, there are some really striking flooring images in our Gallery and our Practical Design blog is packed full of inspiration and useful advice.
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                                                                                        OUR FAVOURITE PROJECTS

                                            We love the fact we help our customers achieve such amazing designs.
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                                                                                        PRACTICAL DESIGN IDEAS

                                            Information and inspiration for designers and built-environment professionals.
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                                                                                        GALLERY IMAGES

                                            A great selection of flooring images to showcase what you can achieve with Duraflor.

                                        
                                    

                                                            

                                                            


            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    DESIGN WITHOUT DELAY

                    Our aim is to make the whole experience as simple as possible for you from finding the perfect design to getting it delivered to your location.



                    You can view the ranges on our product pages or download our latest brochure here. In it you will find all the information you need to select the perfect floor for your project.




                    
                        Please Click here to
                        download our brochure.
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